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January 22, 1980

General Electric Company
Armament Systems Department
Lakeside Avenue
Burlington, Vermont 05402

Attention: Chuck Newsham, Jerry McGinley, George Baron


Gentlemen:

A working meeting was held at the Georgia Tech Research Facility at Cobb County (GTRFCC) from December 10, 1979 to December 12, 1979. The purpose of the meeting was to have a technical exchange of views on guided projectile concepts and considerations. The attendees were:

Chuck Newsham, General Electric, Burlington
Jerry McGinley, General Electric, Burlington
Bob Hare, General Electric, Tempo
Paul Boswell, General Electric, Pittsville
John Windyka, General Electric, E-Lab
Mike Fitleson, General Electric, E-Lab
Pete Costello, Georgia Tech, EES
Bob Appling, Georgia Tech, EES
Eric Sjoberg, Georgia Tech, EES
Bob Trebits

The following preliminary conclusions were reached:

1. There are three primary guidance techniques for projectile guidance, although the distinctions between them becomes vague at times; they are:
   (a) Command Guidance
   (b) Beam Rider
   (c) Semi-Active Homing

2. The most straightforward approach was also the most demanding in terms of projectile maneuver requirements. This was the Simple Beam Rider approach, wherein the projectiles are guided as a group along the line-of-sight to the target.
3. It was agreed that if the projectile maneuver requirements were achievable and if the reduced effective range for maneuvering targets were acceptable, the straightforwardness of the Simple Beam Rider would make it the favored approach.

4. In order to achieve the desired degree of accuracy, most of the Command Guidance approaches require projectile tracking.

5. Previous General Electric sponsored projectile measurement projects substantiate that projectile skin tracking in a benign environment is feasible, eliminating the need for beacon operation.

6. Projectile tracking in an ECM environment is more difficult but techniques are available which could retain the capability. More detailed analysis is needed in this area.

7. Two difficulties which may affect the feasibility of Semi-Active Homing guidance approaches are:
   (a) backscatter signal strength for projectile homing, bistatic cross-section considerations,
   (b) establishment of a velocity vector reference system.

Georgia Tech (GIT/EES) has addressed several of the above considerations within time and budgetary constraints. A final technical report is being prepared and will be provided to General Electric in the near future which documents the results of these preliminary analyses.

As a logical follow-up to the preliminary analyses accomplished to date, GIT/EES suggest that additional, more detailed analysis be performed in the following areas:

1. Accuracy of Simple Beam Rider and Predictive Beam Rider approaches, especially addressing effects of target tracking noise.

2. Further analysis of Semi-Active Homing techniques special considerations.

3. More detailed analysis of projectile skin tracking feasibility in benign and ECM environments.


5. Assessment of the difficulty of the projectile capture phase of the Simple Beam Rider approach.
GIT/EES will be providing a technical report on the work accomplished thus far, in the near future, and will be pleased to perform the follow-on work suggested above at General Electric's request.

Respectfully submitted,

Bobby C. Appling
Project Director

J. H. Echard, Chief
Radar Applications Division
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